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The 2017 Market
How munificent this market has been: “The S&P 500 is in its second
longest bull market, the tenth longest streak without a 10 percent
correction, the fourth longest run without a 5 percent decline, and the
longest rally without even a 3 percent decline on record.”
Not all calms give way immediately to storms. Bull markets usually
weaken and get sloppy before they end altogether. Unlike in
romance, when is comes to stocks, the first cut is rarely the deepest.
In the year following those “most similar years,” the average return
was a 7.5 percent gain, with eight of ten years positive, four years up
more than 20 percent, two substantial declines.
MRM NET COMPOSITE PORTFOLIO RESULTS (As of 11/30/2017)
YTD

1-YEAR

3 Years
Annualized

5 Years
Annualized

+15.55%

+17.92%

+3.33%

+8.90%

+11.66%

+13.10%

+3.49%

+5.35%

+27.72%

+28.30%

+9.14%

+14.44%

+20.49%

+22.87%

+10.91%

+15.74%

+14.16%

+16.58%

+0.59%

+2.60%

+23.61%

+27.86%

+6.47%

+8.72%

+21.37%

+21.89%

+6.54%

+10.40%

(50%) S&P/ (50%) MSCI EAFE

+22.05%

+25.37%

+9.33%

+12.45%

Tax-Advantaged Income*

+2.98%

NA

NA

NA

Dow Jones US Select Dividend Total Return

+8.82%

NA

NA

NA

MRM PLATFORMS VS. BENCHMARK

Dynamic Overlay
Morningstar Average Tactical Return

All Equity
S&P 500 Total Return

MRM Group claims
compliance with the
Global Investment
Performance
Standards (GIPS®).
Returns are net of
fees. For more
information visit
www.mrminv.com
* Tax-Advantaged
Income composite
started 06/01/2017.

Dynamic International
MSCI EAFE with dividends
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GEOPOLITICAL

REGIME CHANGE

To use another stock market aphorism, equities
“climbed a wall of worry”. There was much to worry
about, with a lot of it in the geopolitical arena, not
least Continental European elections, North Korea,
Middle East, on and on, but markets marched
higher. Indeed, 2017 promises to be the first year
of synchronized global growth since 2010, and this
time it is driven by real demand rather than a
recovery in inventories. Global GDP growth
forecasts have edged up since the start of the
year, predominantly driven by Continental Europe
and emerging economies. Company profits are
rising nicely, with double-digit growth forecast for
this year, and something close to that in 2018.

The overriding theme of our investment outlook
has for some time now been “regime change”, and
this refers to developments in both politics and
monetary policy. To take the first of those, it has
mostly been encapsulated in populist movements.
These have their roots in rising inequality, which
itself has various origins. These range from
robotics and globalization, which have both
depressed wages, to the effects of low interest
rates and quantitative easing, which have forced
assets, particularly houses, out of the price range
of many potential buyers.

STRONG ECONOMY IN ASIA
Asia, and with that comes increased political
power. It will be informative to see what comes out
of China’s People’s Party Congress in terms of the
plans for the next five years. Domestic reforms and
military ambitions, particularly in the South China
Sea, will be of great interest. How China handles
its increasingly important status in the world will
have a great bearing on the global outlook. Its
growth also offers immense potential for investors.

MRM’S VIEW
November's economic releases were generally
positive, with notable improvements across the
board. Following the disruptions caused by the
hurricanes in the third quarter, job creation in
October rebounded from negative headline figures
with a print of 261,000 new jobs. The details of the
report were also strong: unemployment and
underemployment both declined, and wages held
constant. This performance, following dampened
results in September, shows continued strength of
the job market. We are bullish for 2018.
Source: JPM/INVST
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MRM Dynamic Overlay – ETFs

APPLE INC COM

5.00%

ISHARES MSCI EMERGING MRKTS IND

BOEING CO

5.00%

ISHARES MSCI EAFE INDEX FUND

20.00%
5.00%

MRM All Equity
APPLE INC COM

4.50%

ALIGN TECHNOLOGY INC

4.50%

ALIBABA GROUP HLDG LTD SPONSORED ADS

5.00%

FIRST DOW JONES INTERNET INDEX

5.00%

BOEING CO

5.00%

CENTENE CORP DEL

5.00%

FIRST TRUST TECHNOLOGY ALPHA

8.00%

ALIBABA GROUP HLDG LTD

5.00%

DTE ENERGY CO

5.00%

ISHARES RUSSELL 1000 GR INDEX

5.00%

CENTENE CORP DEL

5.00%

ISHARES MSCI EMERGING MARKETS INDEX

12.00%

ISHARES DOW JONES US AREOSPACE

5.00%

DTE ENERGY CO

5.00%

ISHARES MSCI EAFE INDEX FUND

10.00%

POWERSHARES QQQ TRUST

7.00%

DUKE ENERGY CORP NEW COM

5.00%

5.00%

FACEBOOK INC CL A

5.00%

GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP

5.00%

ISHARES MSCI TAIWAN INDEX FUND

5.00%

SPDR S&P 500 TRUST

GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP

5.00%

SPDR S&P 500 GROWTH ETF

10.00%

5.00%

VANGUARD GROWTH INDEX FUND

12.00%

ALPHABET INC CAP STK CL C

5.00%

10.00%

FINANCIAL SELECT SECTOR SPDR

5.00%

JOHNSON & JOHNSON

5.00%

ISHARES S&P LATIN AMERICA 40 INDEX FUND
ISHARES S&P INDIA NIFTY 50 INDEX FUND
NEXTERA ENERGY INC

5.00%

TECHNOLOGY SELECT SECTOR

5.00%

MICROSOFT CORP

5.00%

NVIDIA CORP

5.00%

HEALTH CARE SELECT SECTOR

5.00%

NEXTERA ENERGY INC

5.00%

PEPSICO INC

5.00%

FDIC CASH NOT COVERED BY SIPC

3.00%

NORTHROP GRUMMAN CORP

4.00%

RAYTHEON CO

5.00%

TESLA INC COM

5.00%

FDIC CASH NOT COVERED BY SIPC

3.00%

MRM Dynamic International

NVIDIA CORP

5.00%

PG&E CORP

5.00%
5.00%

ISHARES MSCI EMERGING MARKETS

30.00%

PEPSICO INC

ISHARES MSCI EAFE INDEX FUND

20.00%

TESLA INC COM

5.00%

ISHARES MSCI TAIWAN INDEX FUND

10.00%

RAYTHEON CO

5.00%

ISHARES MSCI MEXICO INVESTABLE

8.00%

ISHARES S&P LATIN AMERICA 40 INDEX

10.00%

ISHARES S&P INDIA NIFTY 50 INDEX

20.00%

FDIC CASH NOT COVERED BY SIPC

2.00%
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4.50%

FDIC CASH NOT COVERED BY SIPC

2.50%
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
MRM Group, Inc. (“MRM”) is an SEC registered investment advisor and an independent management firm that is not affiliated with any parent
organization. Using quantitative selection methods, each MRM strategy searches within a well-defined universe of securities, using consistent
investment criteria to identify attractive investments and create diversified portfolios. MRM seeks to provide long-term capital growth.
STRATEGY

Dynamic Overlay

CASH HOLDINGS
(When Potential Investments
Look Unattractive)

BENCHMARK

VEHICLES

Morningstar Tactical Allocation

Domestic Securities

Up to 70%

Domestic Securities/ADR’s

Up to 60%

All Domestic Equity

S&P 500 Total Return

Dynamic International

MSCI EAFE Gross

Exchange-Traded Funds
(ETF’s)/Other Securities

Up to 25%

Global Strategies

50% S&P 500 Total Return/
50% MSCI EAFE Gross

Exchange-Traded Funds
(ETF’s)/Other Securities

Up to 50%

Tax-Advantaged Income

Dow Jones US Select Dividend
Index

Domestic Securities

Up to 4%

The portfolios do NOT use inverse or leveraged ETFs. Universe vehicles may change, from time to time, when approved by the principal of MRM
Asset Allocation Group at its sole discretion.
BENCHMARK NOTES
Morningstar’s Tactical Allocation Category averages returns for the peer group based on the return of each fund within the group, for the period
shown. The S&P 500 Index with dividends is an unmanaged composite of 500 large-capitalization companies whose data is obtained from the
Standard & Poor’s website. S&P 500 is a registered trademark of McGraw-Hill, Inc. The MSCI EAFE Gross Index is a free float–adjusted market
capitalization index that is designed to measure the equity market performance of developed markets, excluding the U.S. and Canada, with data
from the MSCI website using price with reinvestment of dividends. The performance of blended benchmarks is shown for comparison because
MRM uses securities which track indices related to these products. The Dow Jones US Select Dividend Index comprises 100 stocks and aims to
represent the U.S.’s leading stocks by dividend yield. An investment cannot be made directly into an index.
DISCLOSURES
MRM Group claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®). MRM has been independently verified for the periods
January 1, 2008 through September 30, 2017. The verification report is available upon request. Verification assesses whether (1) MRM has
complied with all the composite construction requirements of the GIPS standards on a firm-wide basis and (2) MRM’s policies and procedures are
designed to calculate the present performance in compliance with the GIPS standards. Verification does not ensure the accuracy of any specific
composite presentation.
Valuations are computed and performance is reported in U.S. dollars. Client performance may differ based upon the structure of a particular
investment program. For example, some programs are structured as wrap fee programs in which trading costs and brokerage commissions are
included in one all-inclusive wrapped fee. As such, these costs may be higher than if the client were to pay trading costs and brokerage
commissions separately. The standard management fee is 2.0%. Deviation from the model’s diversified structure may result in different risk, return,
and diversification characteristics and would therefore not be representative of the models.
All information contained herein is for informational purposes only. This is not a solicitation to offer investment advice in any state where it would be
unlawful. There is no assurance that this platform will produce profitable returns or that any account will have results similar to those of the
platform. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. You may lose money. Factors impacting client returns include individual client risk
tolerance, restrictions client may place on the account, investment objectives, choice of broker/dealer or custodians, as well as other factors. Any
particular client’s account performance may vary substantially from the program results due to, among other things, commission, timing of order
entry, or the manner in which the trades are executed. The investment return and principal value of an investment will fluctuate dramatically, and
an investor’s equity, when liquidated, may be worth more or less than the original cost. Investors should consider the investment objective, risks,
charges, and expenses carefully prior to investing.
Investors should not rely on charts and graphs alone when making investing decisions. Investments in securities of non-US issuers involve
investment risks different from those of U.S. issuers, including currency risks, political, social, and economic risks. Net-of-fees returns are
presented after advisor, management, custodial and trading expenses. The net of fee returns are calculated using actual management fees. The
actual fees charged vary and range from .5% to 2.2%, depending on the size of the account and the custodian.

All MRM platforms are suitable for long term investing. Please read the fact sheets and disclosures for each platform
carefully before investing.
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